
EXCITING LEARNING EXPERIENCE DESCRIPTIONS
Inspiring. Refreshing. Challenging.  Relevant…and Fun!  

These terms are descriptive of the learning experiences we provide.  Each topic 
contributes to moving you closer to optimal success personally and professionally.  We 
paint the picture of what is possible then encourage you to take steps, often outside of 

your comfort zone, toward greater success and fulfillment. 

We challenge you and then support you through the change.  

So whether you are in a leadership role, part a team or simply crafting your ideal life, the 
content in the Daring Success Essentials and Transitions & Transformations sessions 

will equip you to soar.
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DARING SUCCESS ESSENTIALS

DARE To Succeed: No More Excuses.  It’s Time to Win!

It is important to identify mindsets and behaviors that, when developed as habits, will help you optimize 
YOU, and ultimately your success! In this session you will.

• Be encouraged and inspired to develop your self Discipline in three key areas and learn proven 
methods for doing so.  

• Learn how to Act strategically with the propelling power of clarity and the breakthrough force of 
focus.

• Be challenged to Raise the Bar in areas that matter and effectively Engage with Purpose, 
Passion and People to optimize your success.

DARE To Think Differently: Learn to Master Your Mind and Success Will 
Follow…Effortlessly 

Today more than ever highly developed thinking skills are vital to personal and professional survival and 
success. The constant and radical changes and diversified workforce and customer base demand 
different thinking and expanded approaches to collaboration, innovation, decision-making and problem 
solving. Celeste will help you:

• Fully realize the amazing power you have readily available to immediately boost your productivity 
and effectiveness.

• Learn key principles, strategies and conditioning that enhance your overall thinking and ultimate 
results.

• Clearly understand the concept of mental blueprints…that which drives your behavior and 
ultimately your outcomes.  Change your mental blueprint and your desired results become 
practically effortless.

DARE to Engage: People Principles & Practices that Propel Performance 

The #1 often unwritten requirement of your job and ultimate success is engaging effectively with others—
relating and appreciating! This learning experience helps you build the confidence and skills needed to 
successfully connect and work with even difficult people effectively while building winning relationships! 
Further you will:

• Learn how to relate with people whose personalities and communication styles differ from yours.
• Identify habits or tendencies that you do that could be inhibiting your ability to successfully 

connect and engage.
• Learn to deal confidently with conflict, confrontation, and disagreement.
• Walk away with a list of creative ways to show appreciation.
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DARING TRANSITIONS & TRANSFORMATIONS

Leader-Style (Transformational / Servant Leadership)

DARE to Change: Strategies to Navigate Transitions & Transformations 
Masterfully

Most people and organizations dread dealing with change yet in today’s business environment, flexibility 
and agility are key to improving productivity; sustaining or growing position and market share; and 
providing products & services that are relevant and in demand.  Resistance to change can significantly 
limit or even destroy optimal success individually and/or corporately. Whether self initiated or externally 
imposed, people must learn to not only embrace change but to master it. This dynamic session helps you:

• Gain Perspective: Fully understand the realities of this age of instability and embrace the up side 
to downsizing, transitions and transformations.  

• Get Prepared: Develop the skill set needed to effectively lead and operate in transitional 
ambiguity and facilitate the hero’s journey. 

• Grasp the Power: Learn how to harness the power of change and use it as a competitive 
advantage. Proactively engage, innovate, support and soar!

DARE to Influence Team Dynamics: Inspire People, Foster Cooperation & 
Achieve Results that Matter

Leaders today must embrace and employ a more inspiring and transforming approach to leading, 
obtaining results more by influence rather than by demand. Self-described “social ecologist,” and 
management guru Peter Drucker reinforced this saying, “The leader of the past was a person who knew 
how to tell.  The leader of the future will be a person who knows how to ask.”  

Leading by Influence is about leveraging your personal power to be a compelling force on those you lead 
inspiring full engagement, cooperation, optimal results.  It’s about learning how to influence the thoughts, 
behaviors and viewpoints of others. It’s what it takes to become a leader magnet where people follow you 
because they want to not because they have to.  You’ll learn

• Principles and practices to influence others
• How to inspire people to want to do more than required
• The four pillars of transformational leadership and how to employ them to achieve results that 

matter

DARE to Persuade: How to Speak & Present Confidently & Persuasively 
with Anyone, Anywhere

This session provides no-fail strategies for delivering memorable and impactful presentations as well as 
more effectively engage in day-to-day conversations.  An extraordinary presenter respects the power and 
privilege of presenting knowing ideas, thoughts, suggestions, and useful information has the power to 
literally transform lives! Likewise, a wise person knows that every encounter with others is an opportunity 
to make a positive difference.This experience will help you minimize anxiety and raise your enthusiasm 
and skill for speaking confidently and persuasively with anyone, anywhere.
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• Learn how to make your point with clarity, power, and polish every time you speak.
• Avoid common communication and presentation mis-steps that can significantly minimize your 

effectiveness
• Learn how to control your nerves.
• Develop the ability to connect with an audience of one or many

Life-Style (The Transition Project)

Operation Clean Slate: Choose to Close Open Loops & Relish a Fresh Start

What does a “clean slate” mean?  The specific answer lies in you, but big picture it means cleaning up old 
“stuff” in your life…things that perhaps didn’t go so well that you need to release; people to forgive; people 
to ask forgiveness of; debts you need to repay, etc.  Just imagine the weight of those situations being 
lifted and all open loops closed. No more dodging or feeling uncomfortable around anyone. No more 
answering the phone and telling the caller, “she’s not in right now.” No more justifying and/or denying. 

• Operation Clean Slate is a 10-step process to facilitate your experiencing a fresh start…a new, 
invigorating and life defining freedom!  

Blueprint4Life: Redefine, Redesign, & Reboot Your Life Intentionally

A beautiful building is built after an architect designs it. A writer outlines a book in scope and content 
before it is bound and sold.  Dress designers create the vision and then a pattern is made before a 
garment is constructed.  You have that same ability (and I dare say responsibility) to craft your life.  You 
might be asking, can I really?  The answer is yes.  There are no guarantees that life will turn out the way 
you want, but you have a better chance of it turning out as you desire if you proactively define it, design it, 
and reboot it if necessary.

Blueprint4Life is an experience that walks you through the process.  It has four parts: 

• The Starting Point where reflections of past experiences, lessons learned and undermining habits 
are captured and addressed. 

• The Finish Line, New Skills and Your New Reality modules follow in the transitioning journey to 
your new life where you’ll experience greater fulfillment and joy…intentionally.  

DARE to Get Fit for Success: The Healthy Lifestyle / Success Connection

Physical fitness impacts your success! Aerobic training improves cognitive performance and active 
lifestyles decreased age-related risks for cognitive impairment and dementia.  A sedentary lifestyle in turn 
lessens mental capacity.   Food is your tangible foundational energy source…what you put in determines 
how you feel and the stamina you will have for your success assignment.  The benefit to getting and 
being fit is a bolstered sense of confidence, a major contributor to optimal success. Are you as fit and you 
can get?  If not, are you willing to do something about that now?”  This session will help you:

• Gain greater insight on the direct link and powerful effects of personal fitness on your success

• Establish “your” reasons why you really should raise the bar on your health and fitness profile

• Understand what may be holding you back from fully engaging in a healthier lifestyle

• Walk away with a specific plan of action and support, accountability group to support your efforts 
to get moving and get fit. 
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